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TCANT GIVE HIM UP

'

For Two Years, She Has Been Waiting
BY KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor .

informed about the mission,"
Mrs. Glsh said, "but there was
no worry evident."
"I felt more secure about this
than I was when he was at Beln
Hoa," the young blonde said.
Beln Hoa was her husband's first
assignment, near Saigon.
"He called once," she said.
"Sometimes I'd get several letters at a time, because the mall
was so slow."
"I'd heard from him a week
before they called me," she said.
"We weren't expecting anything
like that. I felt like It was happening to someone else."
"It was six days after our third
anniversary."
All the government could say
was that her husband was missing In action. She waited for
more news.
"When the phone rang I was

"For two years, he's been declared missing., presumed dead..
In southeast Asia...on a secret
assignment."
For two years, Doris Gish has
been waiting to find out whet has
happened to her husband, Jerry.
"You -live each day as it
comes," she said. "Every tlmel
go to the mailbox, I think there'll
be something in it about him. But
I can't give him up. I don't feel
like he's dead."
"It was his second tour of
duty," she remembered. "I saw
him for a month and a half In
October, 1967. He told me he had
been hand-picked with 10 other
men for a secret assignment."
Both went to the Pentagon for
Glsh's briefing. "The wives were

-

scared to answer, yet I kept hoping that the phone would ring,"
Mrs. Glsh said.
"But you were scared to pick
It up," she repeated.
Doris Glsh Is still waiting.
An elementary education major at
Eastern, the slender young
woman Is "making a career"
for herself. She lives in Berea.
"Keeping busy helps," she
said. "You kind of get adjusted
when you're alone. But I Just

Administration, "but I can't
give him up," she said.
"I try to find out something,"
she said. "I read articles, look
for news releases...Just last week
14 more names were released."
Although she believes that the
Paris talks with wives of U.S.
soldiers missing in action are
helpful for publicity, she doesn't
feel the women will get results.
"When the war is over, they can
go back into the area and find
out," she said.
Yet, Mrs. Gish feels there
won't be a quick end to the war.
"It's a mess," she maintained.
"We can't pull out"
So Doris Gish waits until thev
can pull out. "It isn't easy,"
she said, "but I'll wait. I think
I'll stay here and teach. I have
no reason to move."
"I never think he won't be coming home."

lire each day as It comes."
Explaining the situation to her
four year-old daughter la more
difficult. "She was two when he
left," she asid. "Whenlwasgetting mall from him she'd talk
about him." Now, "It's a mess"
to try to explain what has happened.
"She mentions him only occasionally now."
Mrs. Glsh has been Issued a
"presumptive death certificate"
for her husband by the Veteran's

'Every Time I Go To The Mailbox,
I Think There'll Be Something
In It About Him*

JERRY GISH
Missing In Southeast
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Diplomat First Speaker

Sorority Rush
Registration
Ends Tomorrow

Bohlen To Lecture Feb. 5; Four Others Set
RY KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor
Charles E. Bohlen, America's
highest ranking career diplomat will appear in Brock Auditorium on Thursday, Feb. 5, at
8 p.m. He is the first speaker In a series of lectures, to be
given during the spring semester.
Other apeaHn
tentatively scheduled for the lecture * series are
Stewart
Alaop, colunudstfor'«Newswsskf'
Magazine on Thursday, March
19;
Mark Van Doran,
Wednesday, April 22;
Stewart
Udali, terms* Secretary of ths
Interior ea Tuesday, May 19,
and Whitney Young Jr., noted Negro leader, date uncertain.
Will Emphasise Usi'Spu

Concert's Imperial' Entertainers
. "Little Anthony and the Imperials." nationalmission for Eastern students and faculty
ly known rock favorites, will appear here
will be free.
. Saturday at 8 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum. Ad- •

'Anthony'
Concert
Saturday
. "Little Anthony and The Imperials," recording sensation in
the early and middle 1960s, will
make
their second Eastern appearance Saturday at
8
p.m.
for
the
school year's second concert under the auspices of the Student
Entertainment Fund.
Admission to the concert,
which will also include the "Candles," is free to students upon
presentation of ID cards, and is
$2.50 at the door for others.
Complimentary tickets for faculty members may be obtained
in the Student Association Office, Student Union Building.
The Imperials first hit success in 1958 when their single
"Tears^on My Pillow" sold more
than a million copies.
Other singles popularized by
the group include "Going Out of
My Head," "Hurt So Bad," "I'm
On The Outside Looking In,"
"Take Me Back," "Let The Sunshine In," and "Out of Sight,
Out of Mind."
The Imperials have made appearances on the Ed Sullivan
Show, Tonight Show, Joey Bishop
Show, Merv Griffin Show and
Mike Douglas Show.
•••

'Bazaar'
Cancelled
Student Association President
James Pellegrinon said Tuesday
that a concert scheduled in February featuring the recording
group "Harper's Bazaar" has
been cancelled.
Pellegrinon said the move
was taken by the group's booking
agency which said previous commitments prevented the appearance here in February.
He said the student entertainment committee would continue
to attempt to contract groups
to perform on campus. The committee is supported by $35,000
which is collected from student
fees.

Programs

Mr. Bohlen will be discussing
American-Soviet relatons and aspects of American foreign policy
in a post war world, with emphasis on Europe.
A former
jMM>*dor to
France, RussteWKthe Phllllpines, Bohlen is the former dep-

'd

uty under the Secretary of State
for Political Affairs, the highest ranking career position In the
Department of State,

Power Outage
Hits Brockton
Wednesday
A power outage hit Brockton
housing units and trailers Wednesday about 11:30 a.m.
The office of Aiden Hatch,
director of housing, said Wednesday the power failure had been
caused by a dead transformer.
Power bad been off and on Tuesday nlghtand Wednesday morning.
Some Rtocktoa residents were
without power all of Tuesday
nifht.
Power had not been resumed
last night (Wednesday) at 8 o'clock.
Next Paper Feb. 12
This will be the last Progress
until Feb. 12.

He recently completed a book
on the cold war^The Transformation of Foreign Policy."
Senior Authority
A career Foreign Service officer since 1929, Mr. Bohlen is
one of the Department of State's
senior authorities on Soviet
and Communist affairs.
He has served as advisor and
interpreter in the United States
dealings with the Soviet Union for
Presidents Roosevelt, Truman and
Eisenhower, as well as for their
secretaries of state.
In i960, Mr. Bohlen was promoted to career ambassador, the
highest rank in the Foreign Service.
Mr. Bohlen received the Rockerf eller Public Service Award in
1960 for his work In the field
Of foreign affairs and has been
given the Grand Cross of the
Legion of Honor by the French
government.

Coeds must register no later
than tomorrow (Friday) for sorority rush early in spring semester.
Registration, Including a $1
clerical fee, can be done in the
office of Miss Mary Ingels, dean
of women, second floor, administration building.
Rushees must have a 2.0 overall grade ' average and must
have completed 12 hours at Eastern.

Get Cap, Gown
Measurements Now
lone and August graduates
should be measured hnmedtateljr
for caps and gowns to be wona
at baccalaureate. Measurement!
are taken fees at the Campus
Bookstore, souvenir counter.
'"Age 01 Aquarius"
Prom Theme May 23
"The Age of Aquarius" will
be the theme of this year's Junior-Senior Class Prom on May
23.

if .

Regents Approve Several Curricula
BY.CBAIG AMMERMAN
Staff Reporter
The Eastern Board of Regentsaccording to its non-voting student member Robert Warfleld—
approved Wednesday a sweeping
set of academic degree programs
and redeslgnated the Division of
Health, Physical Education, Re^
creation and Athletics as the
School of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics.
The programs approved by the
Board sanction action taken two
weeks ago by the Faculty Senate.
At that time the Senate approved baccalaureate programs
in the fields of Journalism, regional planning fisheries management, distributive education
and rehabilitation.
Masters programs in criminal
Justice geology, physics and special education and rehabilitation
were also okayed. Graduate level concentrations were approved
for the masters of arts In education In the areas of French,
Spanish and earth science.
Also approved were education
specialists degrees In elementary education, counseling and
guidance and student personnel.
All of the degree programs
will take effect June 1, 1970.
In other action, the Board
approved two major appointments
and honored the late Dr/s J.
Dorland Coates and Herman Lee
Donovan.
Dr. Charles H. Gibson was
named as Associate Dean of the
College of Education to fill the
vacancy left by the death of Dr.
Coates In December.
Dr. Gibson, who had been serving as an assistant dean In the
college, holds the B.S. and M.A.
degrees from Eastern. He received his Ph. D. at the University of Kentucky and has been
on the Eastern faculty since 1962.
The Board also eulogized Dr.
Coates and authorized the hanging
of his portrait by his father,
Dr. T.J. Coates, Eastern's third
president in the Coates Administration Building.

Dr. Thomas D. Myers was
designated as Dean of Students.
He had been serving as Acting
Dean of Students since July 1.
Dr. Myers has been at Eastern
since 1964, having served as an
associate professor of health and
coordinator of the University's
allied health programs.
The Board also sanctioned the
naming of Eastern's areas of
shrubbery planters and flower
beds as the Herman Lee and
Nell Stuart Donovan Memorial
Gardens.
A report was made to the Board
regarding the execution of the
will of the late Dr. Donovan,
who was Eastern's fourth president before becoming president
of the University of Kentucky.
The Donovan will established
In trust the Herman Lee and Nell
Stuart Donovan Memorial Endowment the proceeds from which
are to be shared equally by Eastern and UK.
In his will, Dr. Donovan directed that the Income from the
trust be used for the "promotion
and creation of an atmosphere
and environment of culture, refinement and gentility to encourage the growth of students into
gentle men and women..."
The will went on to state Dr.
Donovan's wishes that the funds
be used for investments that will
"promote an appreciation of the
lovely and beautiful in the environment in which students live
and study. »»

Formal approval and Board
endorsement was given to President Robert R. Martin's commendation of the individualsUniversity st»tf,students and private contractors—who worked
during the power and heat failure of Jan. 8.
Receiving special praise were
Neal Donaldson, dean of business affairs, Ernest Chapman,
director of buildings and grounds,
mechanical engineer Joe Hacker
and electrical supervisors Jim
Price and Tony Chsaher.
Dean Myers, sad members of
his student affairs staff, including
Migs Mary K. Ingels dean of
women. Dr. James Allen dean
of men, and dormitory residence
directors were also cited.
The University's appreciation
was expressed to Barnard Barnhill of B and B Electrical Contractors, Lexington, ana SamSanders of Kentucky Utilities who
were instrumental in the restoration of electrical service to the
campus.
/
The Regents also added their
unanimous commendation of Dr.
Martin for his management of the
problem.
In other action the Board
renamed the Department of Biology the Department of Biological Sciences because of an increase in the scope of the department's areas of study over the
years.

Write A Little Faster
'Aurora' Deadline Friday
Tomorrow (Friday) is the deadline for submitting entries to the
"Aurora," Eastern's literary
magazine.
Original poems, short stories,
sketches and expository prose
manuscripts may be submitted
to Jay Roberts assistant professor of English,, Combs 105, or

mailed to "Aurora." Box 367,
Coates Administration. Building.
Full-time students may submit as many manuscripts as
desired, and are eligible for two
$40 cash prizes in best poem
and prose classifications.
The magazine la sponsored by
the English Canterbury Club.

'Fall's' Last Performances
"After The Fall" will be presented in Pearl
Buchanan Theatre for the last times tonight
and tomorrow night at 8. Admission for
Eastern students is $1. Sherry Faulkner is

"Maggie." here in a pensive scene. Arthur
Miller's play is the second major production
this vear by the University Theatre.

i
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It's Time For A Change In Calendar
Several substantial reasons exist supporting a change in Eastern's academic calendar
in which classes would begin in late August
and end in early May.
Such a change is under consideration by
a University committee. Administrators,
however, are uncertain if the revision would
be effective for this coming fall.
The change would mean that final examinations would fall during the last week
before Christmas vacation. Classes for the
second semester would resume approximately Jan. 12. There would be no "semester
break*' as now exists.
Such an academic calendar certainly
would produce a more relaxing Christmas
vacation for students, and, to a lesser degree,
for faculty members. Though faculty members would have to grade final exams and
compute and submit semester grades before Christmas, neither professors nor students would have the discouraging future
of three weeks left in the semester.
And an unfounded argument opposing
the new calendar is that students would
."have inadequate time to study for final
exams. Under the new schedule, students
could use Thanksgiving vacation to study
for exams, as some use the Yule vacation
.for that purpose under the present system.
We would urge, however, a one-day extension of Thanksgiving vacation under the
I

new calendar in order to permit more study
time for the all-important exams.
The new system, too, would be conducive
to effective study from a weather standpoint. By ending the academic year in early
May, students would not be as susceptible
to "spring fever" caused Iargely~by warm
weather which normally gets hotter as May
progresses. And final exams for the second
semester would be administered in the normally warm early May rather than the hotter early June.
Though students would be subjected to
warmer weather during August, the desire
to open the academic year with vigor and
adequate study would override what might
be unpleasant conditions for effective concentration.
Moreover, the new calendar change
would provide students with an important
economic opportunity. A significant advantage would be the chance to begin summer jobs in mid-May rather than mid-June
as Eastern students have had to do in the
past.
And with a three-week Christmas vacation, students most likely could find jobs
easier than under the present calendar since
they could offer prospective employers longer work periods. Obviously, too, students
could earn more money.
Finally, the three-week Christmas vaca-
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BY JOE EDWARDS

COLUMBIA, Miss. — A group of parents seized the high school classroom building here today to protest the Supreme
Court's order to desegregate.
Local police said the parents stormed the
building as classes began and took the principal hostage while forcing other administrators from their offices.
Authorities also said the protestors destroyed records in administrative offices
which dealt with the progress of school desegregation since the Supreme Court ordered it about 16 years ago.
The principal and leaders of the parents
were meeting this afternoon to try to resolve the situation, police said.
i
Demands sought by the parents include:
—Separate classrooms for blacks and
whites.
—Separate teachers for blacks and whites.
—Separate dining facilities for blacks
and whites.
—Separate restroom facilities for blacks
and whites.
—Another 16-year extension before carrying out the desegregation order.
The principal said he would consider the
demands, police said.
The first officers at the scene said the

parents shouted obscenities at Negro children and carried placards with lewd words
also about Negroes.
"They all had short hair," one officer observed.
The incident prompted immediate outcry
from many of the nation's collegians.,
"I just don't know what the middle generation of this country is coming xto," a
Harvard senior said.
A Yale University junior claimed mat
"there is no reason why the educational processes of this country should be interrupted."
A leading psychologist in New York
pointed out that^the protest apparently was
led by "first generation parents."
There was no comment from the White
House.
Southerners appeared to be more sympathetic with the takeover.
"Parents should have more say in how
the schools are run," a man in Selma, Ala.,
said.
"They're jist standin' up fer their rights,"
another man pointed out.
Authorities at the takeover site said the
incident would be handled with all deliberate speed.

tion would give faculty members more time
to prepare for their second semester classes.
Under the present calendar, faculty members get only one week to prepare, or less if
involved with registration processes.
For students and for faculty, the reasons
supporting the change can not be discounted.

Suspension-.
A Violation
Of Rights
Marked not for students: the fundamental right to be considered innocent until
proved guilty.
Under current disciplinary policy at this
university and other state universities, a
student enjoys only the right to be proved
innocent, if he is unfortunate to be accused
or charged with a law violation off campus.
By university policy, suspension action is
taken if the presence of the student on campus would endanger or be a potential threat
to either the student himself or members of
the university community.
Yet what is more potentially dangerous
to the student is the stigma of his suspension
to his case in court Regardless of his guilt
or innocence, mere remains the important
right of the student to be proved innocent
before university intervention should take
place; the university should keep "hands
off" the case until it is brought to court.
By pre-judging a student charged with a
law violation while he is off campus, the
student's rights are reversed. Standard disciplinary procedure allows temporary suspension of a student when he is merely accused of a law violation'— before any hearing or trial. If a student is proved guilty in
the court, the long arm of university authority which pushed out the student can
pat itself on the back for showing foresight.
However, if the student is proved innocent,
suspension is dropped and the "long arm"
can tow the student back in.
No harm done? During suspension, the
student is barred from the campus. Notice
is made of the suspension, as well as the
charge, in the newspapers. He's considered
guilty by the university — until the court
proves otherwise.
At the University of Kentucky last year,
students were charged on drug violations.
All students implicated were suspended, although it was near the end of the semester.
By the time the courts proved several of the
students innocent, final exams were finished.
And the students were finished, too. Their
entire semester was forfeited by their suspension, although they had been cleared by
the courts.
In order to avoid such mistakes, disciplinary measures by the university should wait
until the court can take its action on a case,
and decide for the university, as the court
should decide, a student's guilt or innocence.
Innocent until proven guilty? Not at
Eastern,

I
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Talent Show Criticized
Dear Editor:
I am writing to express my appreciation and
disappointment concerning the Kappa Phi Delta
Talent Show.
Considerable talent and preparation was demonstrated in all the acts except the last one,
which showed nothing but poor taste and little
talent, not to mention Intelligence.
The showmanship In "Born Free," the comedy
cf Ario Guthrie, and the soul of "Natural Woman" were insulted by the jerking and grinding
of the Extremist's dancers, pantomining an act
3f life which anyone can do and which requires
no special talent.
I hope in the future more discretion and
common sense will be used by some Eastern students before they demonstrate their ignorance,
especially In public.
Gloria VanBever
Jones Court Drive

Echoes Criticism
Dear Editor:
I can not allow the Kappa Phi Delta talent
show to pass by without expressing my feelings
to the students of EKU.
I was only able to see the last five acts and
it is that last act that causes me concern.
I feel that this last act, according to the
Master of Ceremonies what we had been waiting for all night long, was very much out of
taste, to say the least. But, to say a little more,
I feel this grotesque and to quote a friend,
"vulgar" exhibition was an insult to me as a
university senior. The Insult was that this was
to entertain me. I see it also as an insult to the
other acts, like "Born Free," which received
% standing ovation.

Feiffer
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To summarise my feelings, I am not sure that
the "act in question" does not owe Kappa Phi
Delta and the students of Eastern an apology
for their mlsjudgment of the caliber of students
at EKU.
Sincerely,
Oscar L Bailey
Box 52 Dupree

Vending Machines
Dear Editor:
'*
The complaint that I wish to register is so
small, and perhaps so petty, as to be unworthy
of the attention of Progress readers, who are
already, somewhat of a tormented lot as it is.
However, past observation reveals no topic too
small for Progress editorial pages, and thus I
feel I can proceed — striving simultaneously
not'to offend The Progress with objectionable
material (for which it may later be called upon
to defend its freedom of press) or to violate its
delicacy with the use of (sigh) dirty words.
It is thusly I submit this letter with renewed
hope for non-censorship (this Ume). For what,
I ask, could be less racy, less partisan, less
critical of the powers that be, than the crooked
vending machines in Burnam Hall? It has been
hinted to me by an elite member of our student
body that all of the women radicals on campus
(members of the Women's Liberation Front,
SDS, Free Speech Union, etc.) have been discreetly stored away in the basement of Burnam
for the purposes of elimination, but I had always maintained that our destruction would
(Continued on Page Three)
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POLLING PLACE

■

Sampling Indicates Concern For Student-Faculty Relations
BY STUART REAGAN

A random sampling of 20 Eastern students this week indicates some student concern for more personal student-faculty relations.
When 20 students were asked their biggest criticism of the Eastern community or
the one area in which they felt the University most needed improvement, four (20
per cent) thought the faculty-student relationship needed to be on a more personal
basis.
Other complaints ranged from traffic
control to the provision of university services. Three students were particularly interested with the "limited social outlets"
available on campus and in the Richmond
area.
Mike McCalpin, a senior business student

said, "There is nothing more discouraging
than going through a semester, and having
a teacher never know your name." His
opinion was shared by Paula Neal, junior,
who said, "Student opinions are not given
credit in many classrooms. A student is not
respected as a person, but regarded simply
as a pupil."
Although varying from the topic of faculty-student relations, one coed, Ellen
Smith, felt the University should be more
selective when hiring housemothers. Miss
Smith pointed out that the large number of
girls in each domitory hinders some housemothers from cultivating a more personal
relationship with students.
One suggestion made to help combat the
gap between the faculty and students is a
greater participation by faculty members

"Margaret Gattis thought that not enough
During the survey some opinions were
common to only one individual.
trash can lids in Burnam Hall is what caused
Dann Dickey thought the University calher to find a rat in her dormitory room,
endar should be altered to allow final exams
which was a major problem to her.
While Joyce Crossfield was critical about .before Christmas vacation. He said, "The
faculty loads the last four weeks of the
the limited availability of parking spaces
semester, and overemphasizes the work
for women near McGreagor Hall, Carlos
completed during this period."
Cracraft regarded the late Friday afternoon
Student unconcern for environment, protraffic congestion leaving campus a probhibitions
against slacks in the Student
lem of primary concern.
Union lobby, and disgust over the present
Several students placed various university
freshmen orientation program weighed
policies under fire, regarding these as isheavily in the minds of some other students.
sues of major importance. Mandatory class
attendance, required ROTC, and restrictive
women's hours were targets which brought
frequent cries of "in loco parentis."
(Continued from Pago Two)
Paul Lanier, a freshman from London,
come from a more subtle source — seemingly
who was critical of rowdy freshmen dormithe rats.
tories, proposed, "I believe that the interThat we should be bled of our weekly pittance
(for which some poor parent has conventionally
mingling of classes in dorms would solve
slaved miserably) and thus forced into extinction
the problem of noise and perhaps cause less
through outright banditry is unthinkably simplistic.
destruction to occur in what are now priI can therefore only imagine what the gentlemarily freshmen occupied dormitories."
men can be thinking who gather daily by their
machines ostensibly for the purpose of servicing
Need for more social activities was of
them. It is even within me to suggest that they
major consequence to some students, and
actually RIG the machines (to lump an even
greater profit than the sum of straight sales)
a topic often referred to as a secondary
or even that I have observed a certain pattern
problem by others.
in the non-performance of the coke machines.
Mickey Bertram? and Shurron Hill advoBut it la not my purpose here to expose a
crime
syndicate (and were it, I would not choose
cated more frequent campus entertainment
The Progress as my vehicle) — I am Just tired
by the campus entertainment committee.
of being screwed out of my last quarter (and
how often I arrive at my last 25c) desperately
Hill said, "We need more social activities
needed to support the fattening habits that I
to help stimulate academic pursuits. We
have acquired in this nervous institution of
learning.
need programs which will offer the students
Mary M. Campbell
a variety."
Box 249 Burnam

in interest organizations that involve students.
Several University services were not without criticism as major faults of the university. Major complaints were related to
"greasy food" and*'Inadequate health services. There was also concern faver the removal of ice from University walks, and
traffic problems. .'> * )'
Paul* (Ralph Diffinetti) Specter, felt,
"The main priority ,of this campus should
be to make the health services more adequate to serve the needs of 10,000 people."
He suggested the need for a university hospital instead of a meditation-chapel. He is
also commented oi£'Jtht serving of cold,
greasy leftovers, particularly in the Student
Union cafeteria, as did Sheryl Conner.

Machine Trouble

'

■
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Tonight's 'Camelof A 'Magnificent Wprk'

•

. i

BY JUDI LEDFORD

Those of you who have missed "Camelot" in its previous area and campus showings, as well as those' of us who have seen
it before, are going to have another opportunity to view this magnificent work.
The Warner Bros, film spectacle, adapted
from a renowned Broadway musical based
on the legend of King Arthur and his
Knights of the Round Table, will be tonight's 8 o'clock feature at the Campus
Flick.
Producer Jack L. Warner has termed it
one "of the greatest masterpieces of the
world's musical theatre." It would certainly
be difficult — if not impossible — to refute
this statement when such gifted artiste as
Alan Jay Lerner, who wrote the book,
screenplay and lyrics, Frederick.Loewe, who
wrote the music, director Joshua Logan,
Richard Harris, Vanessa Redgrave, Franco
Nero, David Hemmings, Lionel Jeffries,
Laurence Naismith and countless others
combined talents and efforts in the making
of this extraordinary production.
Richard Harris excelftt4"Wy|@*r6^1tA
King Arthur. Comical %9l hfs ^MnfritaT* *
jitters ("I Wonder What The King Is Doing
Tonight"), disconsolate when he knows
something is wrong with his marriage
("How To Handle A Woman" and "What
Do The Simple Folk Do?"), hard-headed and uncompromising in one scene, softhearted and lenient in the next, weary and
despondent near the end, he enjoys a last
fleeting moment of triumph when he thinks
that his idea for the brotherhood of man
will someday prevail.
Vanessa Redgrave, as Guenevere, is
to be envied by every female — playing
leading lady to all those men! But does she

really want knights to fight to the death
for her hand ("The Simple Joys Of Maidenhood") ? Apparently. Look at the joust that
resulted from "Take Me To TheT'ftir."
Was she really happy? I think not. But until
then Guenevere had seemed somewhat superficial; it was only afterwards that she
appeared to be human. This characteristic
is certainly obvious in "If Ever I Would
Leave You," "What Do The Simple Folk
Do?" and "I Loved You Once In Silence."
Sir Lancelot (Franco Nero), braggart,
boaster ahd egoist, also seems somewhat
superficial at first. It is not until after the
memorable joust, the climax of the film,
that he seems capable of feeling anything
except an overwhelming love for himself.
Anything but a likable character at first
(C'est Moi), Lancelot's personality undergoes an incredible metamorphosis, and to
say that he is moving in acting and in song
("If Ever I Would Leave You" and "I
Loved You Once In Silence"), is to tremendously understate his performance.
If you've seen David Hemmings in any
other role (remember "Blow-Up"?) then
•his versatility as an actor is obvious.

The costumes and scenery are elaborate.
The color is magnificent. The make-up is
adequate.
"Camelot" is a, masterpiece — and a
movie you will long remember.

Useful Session
....,..■

Eastern President Robert R. Martin's appearance before the Student Council Jan. 13
resulted in the legislative body's most important meeting of the' year.
The president made an unannounced appearance at the meeting, discussed the campus dilemna caused by the power blackout,
then answered questions from the floor
about the power outage arid other 'pertinent
matters.
'
The session, obviously, boosted studentadministration communication, a positive
result for both sides. Students were able to
voice complaints and'ask questions, while
the University's ranking administrator, had
the opportunity to hear student viewpoints
and learn of problems he might otherwise
not realize exist.
We encourage similar sessions, perhaps
two a semester, which j .however should be

In

*'Cai*iek*\ h* j*ay* Kirig Arthur's illegitimate son .jr—■ and is superb in the role.
Although he is not seen on the screen a
great deal, all his actions add complications
to the story, and without him, half the
script would need to be rewritten.

cialry it soi'&enjb]i'observ^e. juJeT of* com&oh'"''
courtesy as they did lastweek, stiengnten
the heart of Eastern's community: the students and the. persons running »*•
i
_J

Lerner and Loewe have outdone themselves with the lyrics and music. Without
such an outstanding musical score, "Camelot" would be lacking.
The overall performance and picture
quality are so magnificent that the few
weaknesses in acting and film editing are
insignificant and soon forgotten.
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Rising To New
Heights of Casual Elegance
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Valentine Day Special on
Sweetheart Portrait
ONLY $3.50
8x10 black and white
■
<

■

BIG HILL AVENUE
623-7383
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES
COMPOSITE, WEDDING CANDIDS.
GROUP ACTIVITIES
,*i
9

&i
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areyour
contact lenses I
more work than
thQfae worth?

Announcing the Opening of
KEN HARLOW
STUDIO OF PHOTOGRAPHY

|

QJMUW

Aiuywu

The Little House
200% SOUTH THIRD STREET

If you're tired of using
two or more separate solutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for complete contact lens carepreparing, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.■ Caring for conhas been demonstrated tact lenses can be as convenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.

LENSINE

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye
irritation and could seriously endanger vision.

mi Hi

«■

.
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Get Packets Saturday

Cooperation Stressed

'

CUC Dean 'Interested' In Orientation Study

Registration To Begin Feb. 5
ets may be obtained in the grad- Thursday. Fob. 5, students in
uate office. Administration Build- upper division colleges and grading 214.
uate students: 8 a.m., A; 8:15
Students are to report to the a.m., B; 8:30 a.m.. C; 8:45 a.m.,
Racslsr refiatration *or *"• fron*1 level at the door nearest D^ 9 a,m., E,F,F; 9:15 a.m.t
sDrtne semester will begin Thurs- the watertower of the coliseum, H, I; 9:30 a,m., J K; 9:45 a.m„
dav Fob 5 Registration pack- according to the following sched- L, M; 10 S,m. N, O, P; 10:15
ets'mav be obtained Satnrday at ule. They register according to a.m., Q, R;^10:80 a.m., 8: I0:4S
the admissions office, Admlnlstra-their classification as of Sept. 1, a.m., T,u,v» « a.nV# w» x.
ion Building 112. Graduate**- 1989.
* g£*t Feb. 5. CentralUmversity
students; 2 p.m.. A;
2:15 p.m., B; 2:80 p.m., C;
8
2:45 p.m.. DJ
P*01'.. B»
3:15 p.m. F.
Friday Fob. 6, Central University College students: 8 a.m.
G H; 8:15 a.m., I, J: 8:30 a.m.
K; 8:45 a.m.t L'L 9:15 a.m.f M:
A» Eastern student was fined charged $142.19 worth of longdisa,m. rf,0,p; 9s4B i-*3
m%SSTifS& Z* and *«* »oU chargos on some 80 9:30
Q.
R;
10:15 a.m.. S; 1 p.m.. T;
received a three-month suspend- c*"8;
W;
D B M.^- IM p.ro., U, V; 1:30 p.m.,
»
2
p.m.,
X,Y
and
Z.
BUSSTJ^
Court last week »r «■««-% —.——
JJJ5T numerous
^rous" other
stul Saturday, Fob. 7 In-Service
.
the telephone company.
r£*Tl**35Z
M-M«,Hnn studentsCSaturday and Evening
dents
are under iinvestigatton
Clarence Duncan, a freshman on similar charges. "This bus- classes) 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
resident
of Keene Hall, was lness of charging calls to otter
tried under KRS 434-510 for plac- numbers has become a serious
ing long distance phone calls national problem," Manning said,
and charging them to a local "and a real effort is being made
Richmond number. He illegally to bring it under control."

BY PATRICIA CARR
Academics Editor

BY PATRICIA CARR
Academic* Editor

Clyde J. Lewis, Don of Central
University College, told The Progress last Friday that his office
is "interested in cooperating as
much as possible" in the study
of freshman orientation.
The statement was made in regard to a Student Council commlttee which is investigating the
value of the present orientation
program.

Student Fined $50
On Telephone Charge

- nrA^SSLSS

S=S 2 o.m.. fc

"We want to improve not only for the Council on Academic Afthe assembly program, but the fairs, he said,
whole orientation program," Dean Central Univeslty College Is
L# U
5 V**W«
also doing a study of freshman
"The entire orientation pro- orientation which will bo presentgram is currently under study by ©d to the Student Affairs corntwo other committees " he said, mlttee.
The effectiveness of Freshmen Dean Lewis said that "an ad
rientation Week In acquainting hoc committee might be appointed
the now student to college life is to consider reevalu
being studied by a Student At- tire program." He estimated that
fairs committee. Academic advla- there will be some "action boing, for all classifications, is fore next fall" concerning orienbeing studied by a committee tatlon.

Trustee Regent Votes Backed
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
Organizations Editor

Registration Re-Run

«.
. , ^ ..,„ ,.._ ,
State Senator Carroll Hubbard
has proposed that students and
faculty on the board of regents
.i

This scene from last week's pi e-i eglstration will be reenacted
during regular registration Feb. 5 and 6 in Alumni Coliseum.
Here Aida Woolley fills out a form.

\ Council Joins Coalition

I^MNOW!

The 1968 General Aasembly ^.SS^IjSL ,created the student regent port- Myf^LVh^^iSS^u

State Group May Lobby General Assembly

Persons under 18
not admitted

cause the student and '^^ representative is Ralph W. Whaltrustees have proven their value tof chairman of the .department,
lstlc about the proposal's chances on these important boards, we of Industrial Education^
for immediate implementation.
"I doubt that the academic
calendar will be changed next
year," he said, "because the
committee lsp't meeting often enough. I'm very disappointed in
the progress we've made. We
haven't met since early December."

eral Assembly that is currently' elled undesirables and not reinvolved in its biennial gathering, admitted." He did not cite spedIn Joining the coalition, the fie examples of such an ocCouncil
approved without discus- currence.
Eastern's Student Council
slon
a
constitution
written forth© Babbage also raised the issue
Tuesday voted to Join other colleges and universities In the state group by its student founders, of altering the academic calenin the formation of a lobbying Pellegrinon had distributed cop- dar, a proposal being studied by a
group and sounding board called ies of the constitution to the Coun- Joint student-faculty committee
appointed by President Robert R.
the Kentucky College Student ell two weeks ago.
"TRartin.
Coalition.
Introduced By Click
The Lexington freshman said a
The Council also formally
survey was taken In a men's
^^ rv—™—*
questioned a University policy it
Councilman
Roger
Click
Introdormitory
Monday
night
in
which
interpreted as placing a student
in legal Jeopardy twice and dis-^ duced the double Jeopardy issue, 141 of 142 students questioned
cussed again a proposed change citing cases where two students were In favor of the change that Executive Dean J.C. Powell,
in the academic calendar year to had been suspended from school would end the first semester be-the committee's chairman, decits weekly session.
. this year after being arrested foreChrlstmas break and the cllned to comment on the proPresident James Pellegrlnon, on charges of drug possession, regular school year early in May. posal's chances of success, but he
PeUegrlnon, a member of the did say the group would take up
who attended the coalition's inClick went on to point out that
Charles White, study committee, was not opttm- the question in a meeting scheduled today.
The question of constructing a
use
l£^3|M vtt Ui-first test of ^f»
^^TJ,^^'
bridge
over the Eastern By-Pass
sSSgtn a. I lobbying force in %£^ *%£?** tO8Ch001'
near Keene Hall was brought to
COLOR by DeLuxe
the Council's attention again by
ion with ^^'^."SSS^k^nun^
its principal
sponsor, John
Robert Babbage and Trent TalKeith Lucey, an Eastern studHeiderlch premedge supported Click's motion ent under temporary suspension Helderlch.
that
some studwhich asks the Student Rights on drug charges, has been found dicted
1
aLYNDON HOTEL
ent
would
be
killed walkPhmg ^ootts ^Antiques
Committee to reconsider the sec- guilty of possession of LSD, a
623-8333
242-2BO WEST MAIN STREET
ing across the four-lane intions of the Student Rights Re- misdemeanor, in Cincinnati.
tersection before any action was
New Moons Gifts
port which give the University
He has been bound over to taken.
power to raW^'S^Mor* ^ HjunUton County Grand Jury
The Council voted to send a
his case is heard by a court of on a charge of possession of
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
letter to the Kentucky Department
law.
hashish, a felony, and will ap- of Highways urging that it "urpear before it Feb. 16. He has gently consider the need for a
TJndesirableeT
Relax from the examination of your knowledge
been placed on probation until walking bridge."
'
the felony charge is heard.
Councilman Babbage told the
Babbage
said
he
believed
the
By examining our merchandise. It boon scrutiny.
' Lucey's temporary suspension
Diversity should not "set itself status at Eastern willl remain
(Continued on Page Six)
TalmedMj unchanged until the felony charge
as a court system." Ti
several
c.aimed he knew of
<
tf
ases "where students are lab- is heard.
JL—■— ■
BY CRAIG AMMKBMAN
Staff

Lucey Guilty
On One Count

PHONE (606)

L

■i

YOU Can Be The Next Winner
Of An
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BASKETBALL
Autographed by Coach Guy Strong
and Hie Eastern Basketball Squad.
■- ?

at state universities be given have today introduced this legislation," Hubbard continued.
full voting privileges. w
Hubbard said that Kentudf
At present one student and one was a pioneer in giving 18-yeaft
faculty member is a non-voting olds the right to vote and should
member of the organization.
once again be a plonset In giving the student a voWp on the
"Surely we all agree that the governing
body of the*,univerfaculty members and students are sitles.
an Integral part of campus We," ■"this way we will ba\rac6*w
Hubbard said in his speech to the nlatng and honoring our post r e-i
Kentucky Senate last Wednesday. source—Kentucky's youbg Peo-*

Foreign Tour Taking Applications
BT JOHN PERKINS
Newsletter
Eastern students have until the
week after semester break to
sign up for the Experiment in
International Living, Eastern's
summer foreign tour program for
students.
One Eastern student is selected every year to visit the
country of his choice, for two
summer months.
Cameron, chairman of the

student committee in charge of' Daring the second month, the
the program, said that any stud- student is entitled to a tour of
ent may pick up an application in the country.'
the Student Association office.'
Cameron said that, since 1967,
Eastern has been sending a seAfter the student returns to
lected student to a foreign coun- Eastern, he is required to give]
try to "learn the-customs and to lectures and show films about
£r*omote~ lnternationafco-opera- his visit to the foreign country'.
tion»
For tte a,* month of the twomonth trip, Cameron said, the
Cameron urged any student instudent would live with a family terested in applying for the trip
in the country he has chosen to to call Cindi Dor man or BobTarvin for further information.

HOME COOKING

You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of delicious Homemade Bread
623-9969

South

First

Street

IMPORT CARS 1
Simca — Alpine - Min*
Tiger Sunbeam Alpine Imp.
./

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
S07 NORTH SECOND ST.

'i

DIAL 623-5441

on

CALL OR SEE GIP PARKE OR LESTER EVERSOLE
H

n

—:■*.

4
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1
K.

15
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JANUARY
DRY CLEANING SPECIALS
lc SALE — PANTS ONLY

One ball given for each of the following
weeks. (Told of 11 Basketballs)
19 Middk

F#©» 16 MuiToy

24 East

Feb.

23 Awrtii Peay
2 Tennessee Tech

2 Canisius
1

Dee. S Winner — Ronnie Davidson
Dee. 15 Wlnm?r — Oregery K.
Jan. 12 WINNER

JAN HENSLEY

JAN 19. WINNER — •• JENNY ROBINSON

No age limit. Use your Chappy's guest
check to register. Drawing on above dates
6 p.m. at

CHAPPY'S
290 South Second Street

m

MEN'S TROUSERS or
LADIES1 SLACKS
Pint pair

Regular Price

Second pair

1c

A savings of 50%.
ANY 4 GARMENTS
A savings of ffcll or 40%.
Includes dreeees, suits, overcoats, raincoats, robes,
gem, siesta, formats and suedes extra.

Al garments Moth Proofed and
Shed la our Cleaning Process!
ivory garment
is given Wonderful
Kleen-Glo Service

Pleats Extra,
Export Alteration,
Zippers, Cuffs, etc.

The Holiday Shirt Service
"Known for Perfection11
4 FOR SLOP
University Shopping Center
Jiner

KNOWN FOR VALUES
«

We- clean until 4 p.na, (Including Ontanday) Mnl ttt-7S4X Jl

RICHMOND PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER, U.S. 25 & EASTERN BY-f ASS

J

/-*7"
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OMEN-AND-MEN-IN-WHITE

.
■

NI6HT PH. 423-4574

OFFICE PH. 623-3830

-.

EKU Nurses Travel 30-Mile Training Circuit

527-321!
V

.
;•

to
see things you don't get Dedication, that overwork
BY KAREN MARTIN
to see in the hospital," Lois term In the nursing profession, is
Managing Editor
Vaughn, another
second-year yet considered essential for a
student^ said.
_student enrolled In the nursing
| "1 saw an autopsy ana was stun- program.
For Eastern's "women in ned
for a week," she said.
"You have no hours in betweei
This kind
of viewing Isn't classes as In other majors," Miss)
white" — plus a few men—
who are members of the * generally understood, the stu- Vaughn said. I can never depend
School of Nursing, class- dents agreed. "If s Just that on an hour or so for study during
used to a lot of things the day."
vooms aren't a few hundred you're
that the average person doesn't
feet from their domitories. see Miss Ashley explained.
Rigorous Schedule
They're more like 30 ."Of course a nurse wants to
see some of the serious things,"
The students attend clini
miles away.
"Wherever there's any kind of Miss Vaughn said. "It's not that at t^ hospitals from 7:30 a,m
training we can get, we go there," you want things to happen to untu 2 p.m, and do not return
to campus for classes until
said Donna Northcutt a second people, but they do."
"A nurse has to see It now," 5 p>m# Required for cUnlcal
year student from Corbln, Ky.
she continued. "You can't break ls the completion of a patient)
The regular circuit take the down, like an aveage person, c^e studies form and a daily
second-year potential nurses/to a Patients don't need you standing ^re p^n,
hospital In Winchester, Clark there; they need your medical <• And there are no cuts from clas
ses," said second-year studei
County Hospital Veterans' Hos- service."
Bernadette Mayer. "You're repital In Lexington and Cadlnal
quired
to have so many hours of1
Hill.
A Man's Side
experience to practice in a state.
The students' first year takes
Jim Foster, one of the three Kentucky has a low number
them to Kenwood Nursing Home men enrolled in the nursing pro- '«&*«* practice hours but othIn Richmond. "If they can take gram, feels that men can IW^«JJW/*•%?»£ w
v 1
It at the nursing home, they'll nursing more objectively than ''But: I love It"' Miss Vaughn
said. "You have to If a student [
make It," said Donna Northcutt. women.
"Watching people die some- *«*• to nursing and didn't have!
The students agreed that the times affects a woman," hejo be, she woufibe sick. Ifs got]
long-distance classes are tiring, claimed. "Where a man can take to be something you like.'
"Sometimes you feel like, you' r«
but as Cathy Ashley, a transfer It in his stride "
He
also
believes
that
menen*>
busy^tbaTyou donH have timeI
student, noted. "You're given
more learning experiences 1from terlng nursing will have an econ- to be dedicated '' Mlas.Mayer|
omlc influence on the profes- claimed. "You have to know that
the different hospitals."
sion. "Salaries wlU become you're going to like lt^
more competitive if more men
so into nursing." he predicted.
Campos Belief
The effeminate Image ls"out"
as
far as Poster is concerned.
. She also finds the campus base
"The
head of the Department of
a relief. "When you're at a hospital school, all you do ls eat, Nursing at Yale was a linebacktalk and sleep nursing," Miss er at the University of Michigan," he said, "and he holds a
Ashley said.
"Here you have contact with degree In psychiatry as well as
people In other majors," she con-. nursing."
"Most male nurses go Into]
tinued. "If s ( sort of boring nursing
administration teaching
when nursing is all you know/'
or
Dsvchlatry."
he sala.
"We have it a lot better than
Foster took the nursing course
at a nursing school," she conas a minor to his biology major.
cluded.
"I'm going on to medical school,"
Special clinics at the Univer- he said, "but I think nursing
sity of Kentucky and In Louis- as a career would be very reville are also attended by the I warding. More men should constudents. "This way we manage alder it"

TAPE PLAYERS
for
CAR and HOME

One Or Two Milliliters?
Nurses Need To Know
■specially Important for a prospective nurse
Is learning to carefully measure fluid for
Injections. Keeping an eye on her progress,

t

T
II

f> -friy
■

a co-worker checks the technique of a member of the School of Nursing.
(Staff Photo by Greg Whalen)

Project 'Boxes-In'
Students' Life
beginning there was the
-at least in Dr. Bryan
s introductory humani-ia««

Here's A Truly
Exciting Food...
Baked For
Flavor and
Enjoyment. •>•

ANDY'S
PIZZA PALACE
Choose From 14 Varieties.

HOUSE SPECIAL

IN BUSINESS SIMCE 1955
DOUGLAS CHEMAULT. Salesnaa
PHILIP CUNNAGIN, Salesman
RICHMOND. KV.

3IO EAST MAIN ST.

HAMMOND'S
'

Barber & Style Shop
razor cutting, trims, flat-tops
styling & coloring

wo need your head to run our business
3 Barbers To Serve You
7:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
Now Richmond Hotel
623-5604
■

RICHMOND LOCATIONS
DOWNTOWN
UNIVERSITY CENTER
RICHMOND PLAZA

•

1:■

and I

MOTION PICTUBfc
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORnJM

• Ch<
• Onions
ANDY'S SPECIAL

• Sausage
• Pepperonl
• Kosher Salomi
• Beef

."LET'S GET PIZZACATED"
423-5400 HO South Second Street

HAIR SPRAY

(under IS)—Mo

98c VALUE
10'*

GYM BAG
16
$3.99 Value

'. \ v

February a — Friday
HEAVEN •WITH A GUN
Glenn Ford, Carolyn Jo
Barbara Herachey
February 7 — Saturday
Ne Movie
Basketball — Morehead

Selected Short Subjects Alt
Programs — Ticket Offtoe
Opens 1-M PM. — Show
Starts 8:00 P.M.
Admission 75c Children

BEGLETS
COLD CAPS

FAMILY SIZE
95c VALUE

COMING—FEBRUARY

11 — Wednesday
HOW SWEET IT IS
James Garner, Debbie Reynolds
February 1% — Thursday
PETULIA
Julie Chrlstls, George Scott,
Richard Cnamberlala,
Joseph Cotton

12-OZ. 1.15 VALUE

99e VALUE

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

January 2t — Thursday
THE CHAIRMAN
Gregory Peck, Anne Heywood

• — Monday
HOW TO SAVE
A MARRIAGE
Dean Martin, Stella Stevens,
Ann Jackson
February 10 — Twadaj
THE GYPSY MOTHS
Bert Lancaster, Deborah Kerr,
William Wisdom

SCOPE
MOUTH
WASH

JUST

•Your Electron

...the family store

128

Prices Good Thru Jan. 26

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS

*>* «J » be a commentary on
worW. »«> **"■ «•• on » ■*;
January tt — Thursday
denPs life, then this project U
OAMBLOT
art."
Dr. Lindsay believes this pro- Brought back for your first,
or repeat enjoyment
statemen
The llfebox project involved Ject ls an important
Vanessa
Redgrave, Franco Nero
world
today.
"The
selecting Items from the crea- about the is a symbol of rele- Blchard Harm, David Hemming.
tor's personal background "to life box
Unoel Jeffries
get them Involved with the sig- vance to the modern age," he
January «S — Friday
nificant things In their life" said, "and can reflect the tre— DOUBLE FEATURE —
•aid Dr. Lindsay chairman of the mendous impact the humanities
THE STRATEGY OF TERROR
general studies humanities pro- is having on our society."
"That's what this project ls," Hugh O'Brien, Harry Townee,
gram at Eastern.
Neil Hamilton
he said, "an attempt to bring this
"in a sense the arrangement awareness of the here and now And second feature missed by
some last month who want to
grsonal items by the students to the students."
see it:
a form of creative art and In addition, he feels the proEYE
OF
THE GAT
ved the personality of each Ject will be an aid to help stuMichael Sarraxln,
nt,
dents notice who in their world.
Oayle Hunlcutt
reflected by their life boxes, is
Two for the Price of One
/%— <•». H~. „«. o .rfnir miti getting something done. "Today's
January 26 — Monday
kJ^^iSi^^,L%^;^«ual is as important ores
ted triangle displaying obviously „_,__._»._» «. h. ,.*«**«.■ to
THREE IN THE ATTIC
femiin^iteinstoltocubbyholes-y^^" Sell.Se?
(Dormitory attic, that is)
flOW,r
Yvette Mhnleux,
tfSBASS'
"'
*
^^oxtotSrSSSinth.
m
Christopher Jones
A^^ SSST'^cic^ nr* 'reshman year, the studentwlnds
if?2f a-22T5i?££.PlS «P Processed/' he said. If he is,
January SI — Tneeday
^^JSSS
to fake
eat a peephole t?^ta?hS""*»
in the top box. ^. hard
.. ^
•. a,,posltiv.feei:
A PLACE FOR LOVERS
Illuminated Inside by a red light *f£ .JSpS% atud€nt who
Faye Dun naway,
a^ptotorejhow. aperw^^ Qtay *£%% J~J
Maroello Maatrolannl
oping pictures In a darkroom.
"Many people will look at this
January M — Wettnesday
exercise as an experience to
(Cb.tlnued on Page Six)
THE WEST SIDE STORY
pee-art," Dr. Lindsay said. "If
^
/
Natalie Wood, Richard Bymer

Green Pepper
Mushroom
Tuna Fish
Shrimp
.Anchovies

REALTOR

- COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES

FARMS

tor Tape. Players - Homo Tope Players - Stereo
'i.V^V:

1

EVANS C. SPURLIN

Valentine's Day
REMEMBER WITH

$2.66
BRACHS
FLOWER
TOP

19.OO ACRYLIC
PILE SUBURBAN JACKETS!
Great value, great style! Soft and cuddly acrylic pile with acetate taffeta
quilted lining . . . toasty warm on snow
days and just plain cold daysl Doublebreasted, handsomely collared . . . goes
over slacks or dresses with equal ease.
Sizes 8 to 18

WHITE

BOX OF
CANDY
$2.85
Value

$2.29

■
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'Mission' Impossible?. .

NEWS BRIEFS

Milestone Orders Being Taken

... Not For Linda Hendren Of BSU
BY SONJA FOLEY
Feature Editor
"We might even be building a
church--! don't -know; whatever
Is needed."
Linda Hendren will have an
unusual summer as one of lft
missionaries from Kentucky sponsored by the Baptist Student
Unions throughout the state.
"I was Eastern's representative before the state board In
Louisville," she said. "They based
their selections on your interview, application, autobiography
and statement of beliefs."
The BSU annually sends youth
teams to Jamaica, Pennsylvania,
Detroit the mountains of Kentucky, Trinidad, Germany, Viet- _

nam Maryland, Alaska and Mississippi.
"The team I'm on will be in
the Northern Plains—North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana,"
she said. "There will be five of
us including a pastor and songleader; I will be the pianist"
The team will travel helping with
youth revivals,Blble schools, surveys, youth rallies and fellowships.
"I will attend an orientation
weekend In March " she said, "to
acquaint me with Just exactly
what I'm expected to do and how
to conduct myself."
Miss Hendren will leave in June
and return in August. She will
receive no salary. All expenses
are taken care of by funds the
BSU has raised through choir

tours love offerings and pledges.
"All the same I am there,"
she said "I will be making
slides to show when I return
to various youth groups—mainly
college students, and at the state
convention next fall."
This is to acquaint more people with the summer missionary
program. Schools all over the
state such as Georgetown Collage, Campbellsvllle College,
'Morehead State University and
the University of Louisville already participate.
Miss Hendren Is a senior education major, member of Kappa
Delta TaiL and a counselor in
McGregor Hall. She plans to start
graduate work next y«

LINDA HENDREN
Summer Missionary
■

Sponsored By BSU

Students who do not plan to
enroll for classes the spring semester and faculty members who
wish to purchase a copy of the
1970 Milestone must place their
order before noon, Feb. 9, it was
announced this week.
Orders will be accepted until
the deadline at the cashier's window,
Coates Administration
Building.
Non - returning students who
were enrolled full-time the fall
semester and who paid full registration and incidental fees may
order a book by paying the balance of the yearbook fee,
$3.79, plus $1.00 for postage and
packaging expenses.
Regular price of the Milestone
is $7.80.
•••
Zeta Rho Chapter, University
of Kentucky, was recently the site

10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS

Tutors Needed For GROWTH

ALL Name Brand Mdse. Included
Famous Nationaly Known Mdse.

ENGRAVING FREE
WHILE YOU WAIT

KESSLER'S
Richmond's Leading Jeweler For Over Quarter Century

NEXT TO BEGLEY DRUG

PH. 623-1292

up tutors now for next semester
to work from 3 to 4 p.m. two
days a week, (either MW or TT).
Students must have a 2.0 standing.

Greater Richmond Opportunity
for Wider
Tutorial
Help
(GROWTH)
has extended its
services to three schools this
semester by tutoring about 60
elementary school students.
Students range from grades
one through six in the Richmond,
Bellevue and Mayfleld Elementary
Schools.
GROWTH Is beginning to line

"Opportunities
in GROWTH
are endless." Peggy Wires secretary for GROWTH, said. "Students get an opportunity to teach,
to help neglected children, to improve the Richmond Community,

and to involve the University
In the community."
Applications may be obtained
through Miss Wires, in room
423 McGregor. Mora information Is available at 622-8992.
Head tutors for this semester
have been Chris Flint Susan Garland, Pat Geler, Barbara Schleman Tim Williamson and Robert Wiseman.

It's easy

BANKAMERICARD

of Richmond

for the initiation of 19 members
of Eastern's Theta Chi Colony
as Members-at-large. Theta Chi
has bean on campus for a year,
and this ritual marks the last
step before chapterhood, which
should follow shorUy. Clint Shepard, President of Zeta Rho, presided at the initiation.
The initiates were: Ed Akers,
Gary Blelchner, Gary Brueggen,
John Carroll, John Doggendorf,
Dave Compton, Dare Ehret, Bob
Iglehart, Roy Stivers, John Warrlngton, Bob Secrlst, Bert Sisk,
George Million, Joe Paraslliti,
Jim Simpson, Jack
Whitney,
Tony Goff, Craig Mosher, and
Mike Wira.

Cheaney was uncertain about his
availability. '
eee
In an age of rising prices, the
cost of this year's Aurora, the
campus literary magazine, has
gone down.
This year's price will be 75
cents, if purchased during a pre*
publication sale which will begin
during registration Fab. S and
6. Last year's price, was $1.

r
CLUB-TIVITY

see

A non-profit coffee house,
sponsored and run by students,
will be opened early in the second semester If the organizers
can find sufficient student help.
Jim Blair told The Progress
the coffee house would be located
on South Second Street where J
a D's Restaurant was operated
In recent years.
He said ne needed 15 or 20
students who were willing to donate their time and talents to the
venture. Interested students
should write Blair at Box 54,
Keene Hall, or call him at 6224054.
• ••

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official
Eastern organizations may seal
announcements for this near
column to Club-tivity, The
greae, Fourth Floor,
Building.)
LOGOS Meeting Tonight
Logos, EKU's Philosophy Club,
will meet tonight at 7:30, in Moore
Science Building, Room 10W
Guest speaker will be Dr. Dc*»
*M E. Knapp, pharmaeologiaH
and dentist at UK. His topic will
be "Drug Use and Abuse." Everyone is Invited to attend.
Music Program Sunday

The University Ensemble will
present a music program at 3
Scores on the Undergraduate p.m. Sunday at the First BapRecord Examination (URE) are tist Church, Irvine Street. AH
M
available in the Office of Insti- persons are invited.
tutional Research, Fourth Floor,
Clothes Collected
Jones Building, for graduating
seniors who took the test in DeTau Kappa Epsilon pledge
cember. Seniors may pick up
their scores between 8 a.m. and class collected clothes last
4:30 p.m. Monday through Fri- week throughout the dorms
help
of
Kappa
day. Scores not picked up by with the
Jan. 30 will be mailed to sen- Delta Tau and woman's service
collecting in the women's dorms.
iors who took the exam.
Seniors graduating in June or Six boxes were collected which
August 1970 may take the URE will be given to the Richmond
March 21 and may register now Community Center. Collecting will
in the Institutional Research Of- take place again after semester
flee.
break. Students are asked to
bring back any clothes they wish
•••
to contribute and to call Larry
«.
. of
.JmA-1.
_.,. Breltenstine, 4656.
n
The Department
History will
offer HIS 525, "TWENTIETH
CENTURY AFRO- AMERICAN
Skating Party HeM
HISTORY*' (three hours) from
8 to 10:45 a.m. Saturday during The Health, Physical Education
the spring semester.
and Recreation Club held a skatlDf
recenUy
Jte
aSL^SS'SS^S
* BereaSkate
SjafeCoUege^^agatej»m teach BOwl****
from 7.301010

About Those Life Boxes

exotementwi

(Continued from Page live)
life bos may try to cover the met
up by covering the bos with
gaiJiy-.japer. Or merely stack
his Items in a shoe box.
Dr. Lindsay hopes that in creating the life boxes, students have
the chance to reflect on their

lives-as well as to become aware
of the creative process. "By
working in different media, such as
paints, music linguistics or
photography, the student creates
bits of concrete poetry.**
The life box project will be on
display in Combs 115 tomor-

Council
(Continued from Page Four)
Council that professors were not
adhering to a University request
that no tests or heavy work be
placed on students in this last
week before final examinations.
Babbage said the request, which
followed the school's refusal to
approve a Council recommendation of three reading days,
-needed more scrutiny.

Siither-soft new switchables
to put the zing in spring and
make you look like a fashion
know-it-all every minute.
Stripe-spiced tops in 100%
cotton knit, S-M-L. Knit pull-on
bottoms of 67% cotton, 33%
stretch nylon twill. Colors
with a fresh tingle. Left to right:

How To Plan
To Post Graduate

SECURITY
PROGRAM!
Making big plena for the
years ahead? Then it's a
food Idea to remember that
haste
Financial
Security
should, he part and nareel of
those plans. 1*11 be glad to
give you the facts on how
life insurance can help

Mock turtle, 7.00
Straight-leg pants,
3-15. 1L00
Bateau top, 5.00
Sandpipers,
3-15, 7 00

weocoe Ridlnrjs, Jr.
CLASS or 1S64
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Scoop striper, O.QQ
Shorts, 3-13, QjQQ

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Reasonable, pertinent questions for thli"
feature-service may be sent to1
Help! The Progress, Fourth
Floor, Jones Building*)
Are students, who nre-registered but did not pay their fees
and can pot return during regular registration, allowed to pay
their fees later
Students may pay next semester, though a late fee of $1 per
day, starting on Monday, Feb. 0,
will be charged, according to William A. Stapleton, bursar.

a
oj

What la the deadline for enrolling In a course next semester
under "Pass-Fall T"
-

Luxen BMf „ Big Hill Ave,

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
.LANCASTER & EASTERN BYPASS, RICHMOND. KY. 4047S. TEL: (606) 623-7177
Shop 'til 9

*

Contract Post Office

•

i

•

The last day to change a course
from "Pass-Fail" to credit isFeb. 16. The last day to change]
a course to "Pass-Fall" Is Febl

Si

i

free easy parking

ri

•••

i—
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Potential Mr. America At Eastern

RICHMOND
MIU.M
Mheas-tro

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Movie Starts 7:15 P.M.
In Car Heaters
John Mills
Sylvia Syms

Foorf For Thought Makes Muscles, Too
Carl Smith had his usual breakfast this morning. It went something Ilk* this:
—One liver tablet and one
—i vitamin C tablet
—Sixteen ounces of two per
cent milk.
M ...Ten eggs.
^Jt Isnft
exactly a typical
breakfast, bat then again. Carl
Smith isn't exactly the typical
type, either.
For example, be hasn't eaten
any bread or potatoes tor over
a year. A former 135-pounder,
[be now typifies the guy who
sjaas around kicking sand in
vsame skinny weakling's face (although be Insists he never has).
esiCarl Smith, who also goes by
several other names, Is an articulatev well-mannered graduate
student at Eastern,
He is disgustingly healthy.
His 18 1/4-inch arms bulge
at the seams of a V-neck sweater whan he scratches his head.
His calves make bellbottorn pants
almost a necessity. His 311/2lnch waist and 48-inch chest
give that ice cream cone illusion.
About those other names. Smith
prefers Smith but he's proudest
of the title he earned in December^ Mr. CoUegUte America.,
-q lie has other titles, too, like
H*r. Midwest, Mr. Central Ohio,
Mr. Louisville, Mr. Kentucky and,

most recently' Mr. East Coast.
He also was fifth In both the
Mr. Junior USA and Mr. USA
competition.
But Smith hopes fids role as
Mr. Collegiate America Will serve
as a springboard to the ultimata;
Mr. America.
"That*s my goal," be said.
"That's what I've been working
for."
His work usually Includes about
two hours of exercise each day
in the Eastern weight room where
he works part-time. In weightlifting he does not concentrate on
the amount of weight, but rather the procedure.
"My objective is muscularity
and proportion," Smith says
"I'm not really concerned about
how much I can put over my head.
I take as much as I can In the
strictest form. I won't sacrifice form for weight."
Ha did admit, however, that he
can bench-press
350 pounds.
The Mr. America contest comes
up In June and Smith is saving
as much money as possible tor
the trip. "If s difficult, believe
me.' Especially when we're eating a dozen eggs for breakfast,
My wife eats two.

ly, too. "I'm much more alert
and I don't get tired while studying. And I have much more confidence in myself now."
It has boon said that the heman type tarns out to be a fat
slob when he stops lifting weights.
(it took nerve to ask that one.)
"Not so," ha insists. "Muscle
won't tarn to fat. If I wont on a
diet I could bo down to 165 in
a matter of a few months." Ha
weights 200 now.

sists of a carton of cottage
cheese, fruit, a can of tuna fish,
more milk and another Uver tablet for lunch. Supper is confined
to lean meat, chicken, fish, or
regular Uver ("I hate it" he
says) Instead of the tablet. Sometimes ha has a cons of ice milk.
"If s loss fattening and less expensive than ice cream."
The Mr. America contest like
the others, is not Just confined
to muscular physiques. A panel
of Judges also Interviews each contestant.
Just 11 ke the Miss America contest?

Monday & Tuesday
Only

DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Col. Sanders
Kentucky Fried Chicken

"RUN WILD RUN FREE"

THE

,^

IDINNER

ACTION

E &Ginards">^"7»c
COLONEL DRIVE-IN

COtUUBA
ACHMfS

It takes hard work, sacrifices, "and an understanding wife,
don't forget that She has to
cook all this Junk." But if s beginning to pay dividends for Cart

"Yes but, they don't have to
work in a weight room two hours

GuMDOimir
e wBMuar-Mmsopr <

Smith.

a day.
"And " he adds: "don'tbelieve
that baloney about us being muscle-bound. Farmers or construction workers have a much
better chance of ending up that
way because they use certain
muscles constantly. That's what
causes It. t concentrate in
proper distribution.".

Ha will appear on the cover of
an upcoming issue of Strength
and Health ("Don't confuse that
with Sunshine and Health.") and
be is establishing a reputation throughout the country.

ONE SHOWING
SUNDAY NIGHT

hf HiH Avtfl—

Rlclwuii. Kootodrf

An expanding grocery bill and
non-fat foods are a way of
life tor the Carl Smiths. His
wife works to help out but Carl
Isn't sura he likes that idea too
ahucb.
She's employed by a bakery.

"Another thing. His dedication to
physical health—he hasn't even
bad a cold tor two years—has
helped him mentally and social-

INCORPORATED

"I have eight eggs scrambled
and two in my milk," he says
matter-of-factly.
The rest of Ms dally diet con-

WOMEN'S SHOES
FINAL CLEARANCE
Personality, Joyce, Miss Wonderful, Coolers
REDUCED UP TO 50%

.2n <y
!.

->

WOMEN'S HANDBAGS
- % to V2 Off
MEN'S SH 01*
Boots. Loafers, Wingtips
REDUCED - Great Values
Bass. Florshiem, Freeman

Sandwiches, Yes! But
That's Not AH!
Steaks. Seafood, Ham and a real winner —
PRIED CHICKEN! We'^e been refining oer dinner menu ever since 1 f 40 and we're mighty
proud of Hie one we're presenting to our customers today. Think of it as an adventure in good
earing!

TifitjlTOv; ^4

•-

v..&" T

^^

MEN'S WEAR
SUITS. SPORTCOATS.
OUTERWEAR. SWEATERS.
SHIRTS, BELTS
REDUCED V3 to Vi

!

iBIG BOY
<8>'

Across from The Campus
FOR CARRY OUT CALL 623 4100

Mr. America B ound
Carl Smith, Mr. Collegiate America, displays bis winning form.

SUllivan Hall
T6 Undergo
Remodeling
"Sullivan Hall will be closed
second semester for renovation," Mary K. ingels, dean of
women, said. "The remodeling
will Include painting and papering," she added.
Dean Ingels said that about
130 girls would be moving at
their convenience sometime before second semester. "We will
give whatever dormitory preference we can," Dean Ingels said.

SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS
AT WALLACE'S BOOK
STORE! WALLACES

Reserve Books This EASY WayTHEN FORGET ABOUT YOUR BOOK REQUIRMENTS

UNTIL

YOU PICK THEM UP WHEN YOU ARRIVE ON CAMPUS.
"BOOKS WILL BE HELD UNTIL FEB. 10\ 1970"

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE
All Makes Serviced
J0HHS0H OUTBOARD MOTORS
Acre From Kroger.—Phone 623-4010

PAYS TOP PRICES FOR
BOOKS.

WALLACE'S

WHILE YOU

GUARANTEES

We will select from our extensive stock,
GOOD USED or
NEW required books, as you specify, sock 'em, and have them
ready for you to pick up at your convenience.

ARE IN WALLACE'S
RESERVE YOUR
BOOKS FOR NEXT
TERM.
USE THE HANDY
RESERVE FORM IN
THIS AD.

WALLACE'S
■ GUARANTEES - THE RIGHT BOOK
FOR THE RIGHT COURSE!

BOOK RESERVATION BLANK
(All Books Fully Returnable)
Course
Number

Dept.

Sec.

Home, - --,■,.,-,■!,■■,.. ■.—

Cny

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
and WATER STRUT

WALLACE'S
BOOK
STORE

I

Name
Address

MAIN STREET

1

FILL IN THIS BOOK RESERVATION BLANK, Dffap IN MAIL,

Slr**l

Slat*

Local Address
(if available) _
I Prefer DGood Used QNew Books
*

•

Signed
WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

292 SOUTH SECOND

RICHMOND, ICY.

4047!

»

-__
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Canisius Foe
1
After Exams

[The View
[From Here

ls another returning senior Who Is
BY JACK FROST
strong
and anagressivereboundStaff Sport* Reporter
de'r.
_
_ .
, L/
Several sophomores, Dave AnThe colonels take a needed iwmm Jto LeoosxA to«Ed
SSHiS "£?" ^"V?-" Smltn ** *• competing tar the
fore meeting their next foe. Can- other guard poalttonTTha forward
sta. February 2 In Alumni Col- po.iUOM im1!e%2 wl£Te2

If PtARl PARK Progress Soorls Editor

Usually when a team loses four of its top players
who average around 50 points for the squad, most people would expect this team would not stand a chance
when the going got tough.
But as the old saying goes, "When the going gets
tough, the tough get going," and this is exactly what
happened in the East Tennessee game.
Eastern was plagued by foul trouble throughout
the game with the Bucs and it was evident when sophomore guard Billy Burton fouled out in the early part
of the second half that the Colonels would have to rely
on its bench strength if they were to stay in the game
with the experienced Buccaneers.
As the game progressed, George Bryant, Willie
Woods and Toke Coleman were whistled out of the contest. Replacements for these three regulars were Charlie
Brunker, Daryl Dunagan, and Charles Elza.
These three usually only see action when Eastern is
25 points ahead in the last part of the game. But they
were called upon in quite a different situation last
Saturday.
Some might expect these substitutes to come into
the game with a lackadaisical attitude. However, such
was not the case, as they ran their set patterns, hustled
on defense and on the backboards, and almost pulled off
the victory by cutting the margin from six points to
two at 75-73.
The comeback of the season was not to be as East
Tennessee's junior guard Gordon Gifford calmly sank
his eighth and ninth straight free throws of the night
to insure the Bucs victory.
OVC STATISTICS
Ohio Valley Conference statistics through games of
Jan. 16 show Western and Murray leading the way in
both team and individual categories. Western has grabbed the most rebounds per game (55.2), while Murray
leads the league in field goal percentage (47.3).
Other team leaders are Austin Peay, scoring average
(92.2); Middle Tennessee, least points scored by an opponent per game (69.2); and Morehead, free throw
percentage (74.8).
Jim McDaniels, Western's All-American candidate,
leads the OVC scoring parade at 29.3. Austin Peay's
Howard Wright follows close behind with a 28.7 per
game average. McDaniels also leads in field goal percentage (56.0) and is second in rebounding average (14
per game).
Murray's Ron Johnson with an average of 14.4 per
game and Carl Greenfield of Eastern (11.) stand first
and third, respectively, in the rebounding department.
Jimmy Young of Murray, a 6-foot junior guard,
leads the loop in free throw percentage, hitting at an
87.5 clip. Eastern's Boyd Lynch and Billy Burton are
in the top 10.

BURNAM & MITER
aft
REAL ESTATE"
Want to buy or sell
Chock with ut for oH
«••■■■..

*\s.. •

your reoJ estate need!
"We dm to please"

Caperton Burnam
Real Estate Broker
Phone 633-4316

Ernestine M. Bitter
Real Estate Broker
Phone 623-1590

I
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Eastern's Recent Top Scorers
Eastern's top two scorers in the last two games have been
George Bryant (44), left, and Willie Woods (24). In the
East Tennessee contest, Bryant and Woods both led the way
for the Colonels with 16 points each. The Tennessee Tech

game saw Woods and Bryant combine for 39 points, 20 of
which came by Woods. These two efforts were in vain,
however, as Eastern lost both OVC contests by a total of
five points.
(Photos by Larry W. Bailey)

The Golden Griffins play a da*
manding schedule. Besides East&JS^£2ZJ2&m
^^ ^ Calvln Murphy, plus
St. Bonaventure with Its great
A11-American Bob Lanler are examples of the calibre of teams
Canisius plays.
The Colonels too have played
a rough schedule and with a
couple of breaks hare and there
could have gone Into this game
with only one loss. Eastern has
lost a total of six games by a
total of 16 points.

I

BY AL CLARK
Staff Sports Reporter

Carl Greenfield , Eastern's 6-6 charity
center tossed in two from the at 63.

Things don't look too good for
the Eastern basketball team but
due to the "never say die"
attitude of the Colonels, don't
count them out yet
Guy Strong, remember, has
tasted victory In Its sweetest
time. He has coached a national
champion, and he was also honored as the NCAA Small College
Coach of The Year.
Not totally, but surely Strong
has something to do-with the
way Eastern's ball players feel.
They won't quit There's Just
no way the Colonels will die on the
court. There's too much pride involved.
Eastern's attack on the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship
was stalled quite handsomely
this past week.
The Eastern array lost a heart breaker Saturday night It was a
game one reads about in story
books. That's the kind of ending
it had, except all the happiness
went to East Tennessee's Buccaneers.
The Colonels were the villains J<
(trying towlnaballgameth»y*eal«
ly shouldn't have. The final scorein the double overtime affair was
77-73.
Eastern connected on only five
of 22 free throw attempts were
out rebounded 56-49 and the leading
scorers had only 16 points-Willie
Woods and George Bryant
Eastern brought the ball game
1rnto the first overtime period,
(oddly enough, via the free throw
I route.

stripe to knot the score

Fingertip Control
Carl Greenfield, Eastern's junior center, shows his excellent
control of the ball as he muscles in two points over the outstretched arm of Bill Stringer (40) of Bast Tennessee. The
Bucs' Gordon Gifford (4) and Eastern's Toke Coleman (22)
watch the action.
(Photo by Larry W. Bailey)
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Whore You Go! QuoRfy
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

i

NOW . .
aboat the BENEFACTOR
the poNcy

Instant accurate answers for the man who needs to know
the right time here, and in Baghdad or London. Rotating
outer ring shows all important cities of the f lobe, tells
their time, too, at a glance. Jewel-levered, water resistant
with luminous dial, guaranteed by ±4 /\ QG
Bulova, it's the suave new watch that's $'
rsslly in-because Caravelle wont way
out of its way.
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See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

McCORD

"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS

Jewelry* ALWAYS GOOD'
134 West Mo*

■-'

Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company
At Eastern Kentucky University
Phil Ruchka Agency. 235 Wayne Dr. 623-7966

* BULOVA

o

I

I

CARAVELLE

NOW
facts

Six of the defeats came by a total
of 18 points, with a few breaks
»t the right time, the Colonels
could have an excellent 11-1
wbn-loas mark. But In actuallty they're only 5-7.
COLONEL CUPS-Inataid of fly
log to Blacksburg, Virginia for
test night's game the team had
to take a bus because of the bad
weather conditions. . . Freehman Greg Palmer who suffered
a shoulder separation in the game
against Jerry's AAU Club, WAS
operated on successfully and la
back in school . . . Speaking of
the froah club, the yearlinga finBT KARL PARK
Woods paced the scoring attack ished game against Jerry's with
Sport* Editor
with 24.
Other double figure only three men on floor, and then
Eastern lost Its third game in scorers for Eastern were Burton the next time out, they ended with ,
a row last night, but there was and George Bryant with 14 and 11 only four men playing against
Transylvania College. ;
one difference In this than the respectively.
other two contests. This was
not decided in the last few sec
onds as were the recent OVC
losses the Colonels have suffered.
Virginia Tech was the victor
last night, 91-74, in a contest
marred by floor errors by both
squads.
The turning point of this game
came during a stretch of the
lOfel
second half. Eastern had fought
,,
,,
BTJACkVEOST
''"
'
'*^
s4<rtb^c««s^_line
whev«?flf
back from a IS point deficit to
Eastern sank 18 of 22, which
trail by Just five points, 56-51.
Staff Sports Reporter
was
six more than Somerset conBut then the roof fell in. Led
by BUI McNeer Virginia Tech Th# ■•stern freshmen team verted.
With Upchurch and Storm leadreeled off U straight points to aunwB
*<»* * Jjf» tayofl^***• " *•lts
schedule
virtually put the game out of
"■
scheduls Fab. 2. ing the way the Colonels placed
reach. .McNeer, Charles Lips- Frosh coach Jack Hiaaomprob- four players In double figures
comb,., and Lloyd'Klng kept pour- J"1^ ^^ «**» «» ton* while Somerset had two. Uplng It on and at one point the break because it wUl give his lead- church, who is averaging 19 points
Gobblers led by 27 points 90- ln* scorer, CharlieMitchell, some a game pumped In 22 and Storm
63.
'
time to recover from a sprained Just a little behind with an 18.8
Eastern's sophomore guard *^t that has kept Mm out of the average , had
20 markers;
BUly Burton, and senior forward P*8* three «*mes.
The other two players In the
cunt Arnold took charge for the . .. l^v..,..- .
.
_v., two-digit figures were Vines
Coloaete to bring the flisU margin L^^^^j^^^ Mrasovlch with 18 and Ralph
to 17 points.
Storm, the Injury riddled frosh Johnson, U. It was Mrasovich's
McNeer took over In the second ^a"**** to spUt its two games beat game of the year by far as
last
half scoring 19 of bis 25 points Dt
*••*• ■ ft noine
content the he had previously been scoring
during this stanza. King added °y Colonels doWD,d So«Mr- at a 6.6 clip per game
21 for Virginia Tech whUe Lips- *•* Community College, 78-68.
Somerset was paced by the
comb had 13 and Wayne Lockett
game's
high scorer Charles
chipped In 12.
Each team was cold from the Bartteson with 29 points. Bartle- A
For the Colonels, now 5-8 field hitting on 85 per cent of 8on also 1#d *il reboundera in the
game
as he hauled down 15.
raU. senior forward Willie their
Eastern's Johnson was close behind with 14 retrieves and Storm
and Scudder pulled in U and 10,
respectively. For the game tbe«3
baby Colonels edged Somerset ill
in rebounding, 49-46.
The freshmen's loss came at
the hands of a good Transylvania team In Lexington. Transy
used the scoring of Terry Blank
and Burk Kesslnger to overpower the undermanned Colonels,
L
75-65.
van o)
Eastern again placed four play-iwKj
era In double figures, hut could •a*
not overcome the Transy duo*,
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
Blunk, a 6-9 giant scored 25
points, which was still under his
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
average and Kesslnger>a transfer from the University of Mississippi, pumped in 22 points.
Upchurch
and Storm, again tat
paced the frosh with 20 and 18
points, respectively, while Johnson and Mraxovlch pumped In 12
each.
(Continued on Page Nine)
.«

«Freshmen ,Five Picks?
Up Fourth Victory, .
Defeats Somerset, 76-68

o
"A little time now can pay off
in a lifetime of satisfaction."

The Colonels played catch-up Strong isn't a man, either on
ball almost throughout the two *"• court or off it, to look for
overtime periods.
excuses; he finds only ramsons for failure.
Wednesday night atCookevUle.
"I thought the officiating waa
Tennessee, the Colonels suffered lust terrible," Strong aaid over
another setback.
the air waves of WEKY.
Another OVC loss was in the
cards for Eastern-this timeaone Eastern has lost seven times
point
decision to Tennessee (excluding last nighf s decision
Tech. 04-98.
at Vlrglna Tech) this season,

Colonels Lose Third
Contest In A Row

NOW.
sharply

M

seven veterans, three of whom
were starters during the season.
Returning starters Include Gene
Jbarson a Junior at 6-2 who
was the team's second leading
scorer averaging 13.3 points a
game. Roberson is also the leading rebounder returning this
year, gathering in 173 for the
season.
Senior Roger Brown will quarterback the Griffs at guard. Ha
has great speed and works the
ball well reports indicate. Ha
stands 6-0 and averaged 12 points
per game last season. Bob Trenta

Eastern Loses Two Close OVC Games By Total Of Five Points

. . . featuring the Rfe insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

NOW. .
lower
yoa are a

Dai

THRILLERS

College Life Insurance Company
Of America

help yoa Ojor
first three

Junlora Tim Rl

S^SLi?" ^n,006 *??r a M»<*» "* KevtnSpitler
Canisius team this year.
• <t A £?»■#«Garv «t«w»rt
The Golden Griffins of Oinl- ^^R^rtaU^eBSwlr' *
sius have

Ron House
Sales RepresentatiM
623-1469

Many good life insurance and savings plans lare
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others, n It's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. <Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.
<m

■»*
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Wrestlers Defeat Hanover And Centre
Eastern Evens Season Record At 4-4 With Double Win Away From Home
the 126-pound class, Mautfor his 126-pound class victory a pin over Flnley Jones in 3:56 nerIn pinned
Hanover's Curt Stevand another five team points. which made the score 25-6.
enson
in
2:46. EKU's Namazi
Kavoose Namasl (EKU) won the . Dennis McClish declsloned won the 134-pound
by
Eastern'* wrestling team ev- 134-poundclass by forfeit, which Centre's Mike Eversoul 9-6 In fall over Bill King division
in
1:02
ened Its season record at four added five more points to East- in the 177 pound class for three
wins and four losses last Satur- ern's score. Skip Eckert won the more team points. Archie Cor- and upped tee score to 15-0.
the142-pound class
day by taking two victories over 142-pound division by fall over nell won the 190-pound class by by Eckertlost
a
decision
6-1 to Pete
Centre College and Hanover Col- Centre's Bill Cox and raised the forfeit and Keith Carroll won the Grosscup for ofHanover's
lege in a triangular meet at score to-20-0.
heavyweight class by forfeit for three points. EKU's Wigginsfirst
won
EKU's Dennis Wiggins was de- Eastern's final 10 points.
Centre.
the
150-pound
class
by
pinning
feated by Randy Scholta in the Showing no signs of fatigue af- Dave Mott in 2:17 for five more
Eastern started tee day with .ISO-pound class for Centre's fir st ter its impressive win over Cen- team points.
tre, tee team took on Hanover In the 158-pound class, Mitchell
a 38-6 victory over Centre. In three points.
the 118-pound class, EKU's Dick In the 158-pound class, Butch and won 35-9. In the 118-pound was declsloned by Hanover's
Lowenstlne chalked up five points Mitchell (EKU) was declsloned by class, Lowenstlne set a new Dave Tyles 9-5, cutting Eastern's
with his pin over Rick Colyon in Jim Cochaane 7-6 for Centre's school record for the quickest pin lead to 20-6. Eastern's Neff,
3:59. Co-captain John Mautner final three points. Eastern's Joe by defeating Gary Ball in Just 167-pound class, and McClish,
(EKU) pinned Mike Sturma in 1:17 Neff won the 167-pound class with 17 seconds. The old record was 177 pound class, added 10 more
held by the Eastern coach, Ron points by winning their respecHouse/when he won a match in tive divisions by forfeit
22 seconds in his freshman In the 190-pound class, Cornell
BT BAT WALKEB
Staff Sports Reporter

FRANK CAMPO
-toasters Wrestler

was declsloned by Erich Blevlns
6-2.
The heavyweight dlvislon was won by EKU's Carroll
by forfeit.
After the meet was over, coach
House attributed the team's sue-

cess to being "exceptionally ag- *s wrestling coach at a South
gresslve and showing lots of team Carolina high school,
unity."
The team's next meet will be
against Centre in Alumni CollAssistant Coach Jim Flowers seum Feb. 11, the last home meet
Is leaving the squad for a Job of the season.

Frosh Pick Up Fourth Win
(Continued from Page Eight) pleased with the performances of The Louisville native has scored
his two non-scholarship play-in double figures the last four
The win and loss left the Frosh ers , Johnson and Scudder. "They games
besides being a demon
record at 4-5 and they will have done a heckuva Job for us on the backboards.
entertain tee Transy frosh in this year. Not being on scholarIts next game Feb. 2. The op- ship and still putting out the efMitchell's injury sldelinposition has outscored Eastern so
SL^sffiffS™'""
inghC^.%15^
chance
far this year as they are aver- of them," said Hissom.
g show*-what he could do. "He
aging 78 points a contest, while
has done a good Job on tee boards
the baby Colonels are not far
Johnson
has
showed
continual
in the last .couple of games/'
behind at 73.8.
Coach Hissom has been well Improvement with each game. ***** Hissom.

9J
ti\

»q

Prices Slashed in Every Deportment in the Store.
Twisting Layup
One of Eastern's hustling sophomore guards.
Bitty Burton (52), tries a twisting lsyup
against the Bucs' Gate Daniels (14). Burton
scored 10 points in this game before fouling
out early in the second half. Three other

Eastern players were also whistled out of
action in the East Tennessee contest Eastern
takes a break for final examinations before
returning to host the Canislus Golden Griffins
Feb. 2.
(Photo by Larry W. Bailey)

Men's Gymnastics Team
Wins Two Meets
In its! first meet of, the .sea-.Jh**, arsons of tee.ftaes) teams
on, the Eastern Kentucky Gym- in the Scute and should do well
asttcs Team d*fee*e<k>«he«U-r4a-the NCAA.thia*ear." . ~r _
iversity ef Cincinnati, ,75-46. The gymnasts then traveled to
:astern took two of the six first Peabody College in Nashville,
•laces, but' won the meet with where both the men and women
rreater depth than U.C. Inmost teams competed. The men's team
jvents.
defeated Peabody 99-61.
Rick Roach of Eastern placed First places for Eastern were
lrst in long horse vaulting and won by John Hayman on paraSastern's Bill, England placed iei bars, Mike Hensley on side
lrst on the side horse. England horse, Jerry Smith on horizonwas also the high scorer of the tal bars, and David Steblng on
neet with 24 points.
floor exercise and still rings.
On a road trip last weekend, England took first place In long
Sastorn was defeated by a strong horse vaulting and was high scorderephls State Team by a score «r with 33 points,
af 140-93.
The women's team lost to PeaAccording to Eastern's assist- body 51-48. Linda Kincald won
»nt coach, Gene Gilbert, "There three of four events in taking floor
s nothing t0.be ashamed of in exercise, balance beam, and side
lelag beaten by Memphis State, horse vaulting.

iEIUNS'

Contributions may be sent to
CARE, Inc., 8 East Chestnut
St., Columbus, Ohio, 43215, for
the Nigeria- Blafra Emergency
Fund.,. •••

Elementary student teachers
intended meetings last Friday
D have conferences with their surviving teachers. Questions
nd concerns about teaching were
lscussed. Students also received
nformatlon about Job opportuntles. Mr. John Chlsholm, Mrs.
drlanna Francis Mrs. Mabel
ennlngs. Miss Ethel Sams, and
Ir. Robert Simmons are the
upervising teachers.
f,

Administrators or instructors
interested in either the Administrative Internship Program or
the Teaching Internship Program, sponsored by the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foun
datlon, are urged to contact Dean
Glenn Carey, associated dean for
tee College of Arts and Sciences,
Inquiries should be made this
month at Dean Carey's office,
Roark 106.'

•••

COLUMBU6-Immedlate shipments of $1,000,000 worth of food
ind vitamin* have been offered
>y CARE to the Nigerian Government, for emergency distritlon to the/war victims in Bia-

see

Eastern's Symphonic Band will
appear in special concert tornmorrow (Friday) at 8 p.m. Si
the Kentucky Music Association's Annual Convention in BowlGreen.

RICHMOND DAY BOMBS!
WOMEN

NEWS IN BRIEF
Eastern Gets Federal Qrant
«° * has received an adEastern
tional $115,000 from the federal
avernment for use as grants
jd loans to students majoring
mlnoring In law enforcement.

Iff you've never been e tightwad before, here', your chance to be one. The University Shop has dropped
the prices off hundreds off clothing and accessory items ... in every department.
.^ .Every "tightwad" item is our top brand merchandise: coats, suits, dresses, sport coats and jacKets,
sweaters, skirts and slacks, shirts and blouses, ties, hose, shoes, jewelry, belts and other accessories.
Tightwad Days is no license to steal, but if s almost as good.

CASUALS
THAT ARE
SO NEW, SO LOVELY.
So comfortable, so "just
right" and fashionable. Genuine Weejuns® moccasins
by Bass are a girl's best
friend. Weejuns* . . .the
smart thing to wear.

B&H SHOES
UNIVERSITY
SHOPING CENTER

SUITS

1/2 price

SPORT
COATS

1/2 price

DRESS
SLACKS

1/2 price

STA-PRESS
SLACKS

1/2 price

COATS

1/2 price

CPO
JACKETS

1/2 price

SHOES

1/2 off

SWEATERS

1/2 Off

TIES

Berea Kentucky!

M

Featwmo,
* Special Discount Prices for
College Students

1/2 off

(llqcMniiifr5ity§hop
212 WATER ST. 623-9674

Come by or Phone 986-8005
.
■■■■■■■■BanaMaMBnsanai

:-t

COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

SKIRTS - BLOUSES - COATS
EVERYTHING!!!

FALL MERCHANDISE IS
NOW 1/2 PRICE
LAST CHANCE

E HOMES

Jest off
of 1-75

. .•

SUITS - SLACKS - SWEATERS

W=l

j

.

-^_

BANKAMERICARD

Welcome Here

£
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NOTICE ALL SENIORS
DEADLINE FOR CAP AND GOWN
MEASUREMENTS AND
ANNOUNCEMENT ORDERS, TO
THE BOOKSTORE
i

EXTENDED TO FEB. 1st
■

■

.

•

.smi\:-

.

■

■

STUDENTS
BUY USED TEXTBOOK & SAVE 30%
pare - to see which store has More Used Books!

TEXTBOOKS

30% OFF LIST PRICE

NEW 0« USID FOR ALL CLASSES

;
■

•
■

Don't Forget Extended Hours First Week Of Classes Feb. 9th
■

To 12th Campus Bookstore Will Be Open
■

Q

a.m.

to

■

■

■

o p*m.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
•
.

•

'•si.'

CAMPUS
The Official

I
Textbook Center
Basement .
Keen Johnson Student Union Building

1

622-2696

»■

*h

'

